
What’s in the box? 

Visit the Sami the Seal 
Kidzone to download 
fun asthma games and 
activities for your child!  
www.philps.com/asthma 

Pediatric nebulizer 
compressor system 

Willis the Whale
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Willis the Whale compressor system

Tucker the Turtle pediatric mask 

Nebulizer tubing

Mouthpiece

SideStream Reusable

SideStream Disposable

Air filters

Carry case

IFU
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It’s fun to inhale 
with Willis the 
Whale

Find out more
www.philips.com/asthma
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Soft and Subtle
Our cute Tucker the Turtle 
character mask is made of 
soft, flexible material that 
contours to your child’s face 
for comfort and fit.

Easy to Use
Willis the Whale is sturdy, 
lightweight and simple 
to operate – a perfect 
combination for your child.

Compact and sturdy
The compressor is bottom 
weighted to provide extra 
stability and once packed 
Willis the Whale is nearly 25% 
smaller than Sami the Seal.

Treatment in 6-8 minutes*
Willis the Whale is 
combined with our highly 
efficient SideStream 
nebulizer which is specially 
designed to keep treatment 
times as short as possible.

 6-8 
mins*

Philips Willis the Whale pediatric nebulizer 
compressor system is a lovingly designed 
character providing your child with asthma 
treatment that’s reassuringly reliable. 
There’s always a way to make life better.

Proven technology for 
fast and easy treatment

* Using 2.5ml salbutamol

Treatment specially 
designed for your child

Child-friendly 
nebulizer

SideStream has been designed to draw more air in, via 
an active venturi system, resulting in fast medication 
delivery and short treatment times. It also has a unique 
diamond jet design which helps to minimize wear from 
frequent use and aids consistent delivery of a high-quality 
aerosol. SideStream is suitable for use with most commonly 
prescribed respiratory medications.

Innovative jet 
design producing 
consistently 
high-quality 
aerosol.

SideStream has 
a unique venturi 
built into the 
nebulizer’s top, 
which is designed 
to draw in extra 
air and shorten 
treatment times.

Find out more
www.philips.com/asthma


